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Abstract

Results of a complete investigation of the H+ + HF reaction at ELab = 30 eV with the electron nuclear dynamics (END) and the
coherent-states dynamics (CSD) theories are herein presented. Current END–CSD methodology employs frozen Gaussian wave packet
in the semiclassical limit of �h! 0 for the nuclei, and a single-determinantal Thouless coherent state (CS) for the electrons. The simulated
400 CS trajectories from five independent HF target orientations provide a complete description of the reactive processes in this system,
including: non-charge-transfer scattering (NCTS), charge-transfer scattering (CTS), hydrogen fluoride dissociation (H–F D), and hydro-
gen rearrangement (HR). Several aspects of the reactions dynamics, such as mechanistic details and rainbow angles effects, are discussed.
Differential and integral cross sections are evaluated via a novel CS formulation of those properties in conjunction with semiclassical
techniques. The calculated total differential cross section shows an excellent agreement with available experimental results.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The study of non-charge-transfer and charge-transfer
reactions in gas-phase ion–molecule collisions is of primary
importance for both theoretical and applied chemistry. The
relevance of those reactions are easy to recognize from
their astonishing ubiquity in plasmas, particle accelerators,
flames, fusion processes, upper atmosphere reactions, and
astrophysical phenomena, inter alia. Unsurprisingly, a
large amount of data concerning ion–atom collisions have
become available from scattering experiments at high
(hyperthermal) collisional energies (>10 keV) and several
theoretical methods have been developed to interpret and
predict those measurements [1]. Due mostly to technical
difficulties, there have been fewer scattering experiments
involving ion–molecule collisions at low (thermal) and/or
intermediate (10–1000 eV) collisional energies, as is the
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case of the reactive system investigated herein. That situa-
tion is somewhat regrettable because those lower collisional
energies are more characteristic of genuine chemical
processes.

Although several types of ion projectiles have been
employed to probe molecular targets, protons posses a
unique combination of properties that makes them quite
suitable for scattering studies. For instance, a proton pro-
jectile has no structure and therefore cannot undergo itself
inelastic rovibrational transitions during a collision but
instead can cause and confine those phenomena on its col-
lisional counterpart. In addition, a proton projectile has a
very low mass, a property that renders short collisional
times, facilitates inelastic processes on the target, simplifies
the post-collision kinematical interpretation of angular dis-
tributions, and enhances energy-loss resolution. More
importantly, a proton projectile can readily gain one elec-
tron from a molecular target and thus probe charge-transfer
reactions. Due to those advantages, a large number of pro-
ton–molecule reactions engaging several types of molecular
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targets have been investigated via scattering experiments in
the last decades. The variety of those experiments is so vast
that certainly defies any attempt at reviewing but still a few
representative experiments, relevant to the present investi-
gation, can be reported for sake of illustration. For
instance, several research groups have meticulously investi-
gated the H+ + H2 system because it is one of the simplest
still displaying a full range of chemical processes such as
rovibrational excitation, rearrangement, dissociation, non
charge-transfer and charge-transfer reactions. Conse-
quently, Udseth et al. [2] investigated transition probabili-
ties and differential cross sections for vibrational
excitations in collisions of H+ with H2 and with its isotopic
variants HD and D2; Schinke et al. [3] reported differential
cross sections for vibrational excitations in the H+ + H2

reaction at collision energies of 15.3 and 20 eV; Schmidt
et al. [4] provided a detailed account of rotational and
vibrational scattering processes and of angular distributions
of individual rotational transitions in the H+ + H2 system
at collision energies of 4.67 and 6 eV; Hermann et al. [5]
measured rotationally resolved vibrational excitations in
H+ + H2 at the collision energy of 10 eV; and Krutein
et al. [6] measured the vibrational excitation of a H2 molec-
ular target by H+ impact at a scattering angle of 0� in the
energy range of 15–120 eV. Obviously, proton–molecule
studies have been not limited to H2 targets and several
research groups have systematically probed more complex
molecular targets. Out of many examples in the literature,
studies concentrating on hydrocarbon targets may be
briefly mentioned herein because of their obvious chemical
significance. For instance, Kusakabe et al. [7] combined
experimental and theoretical results to investigate charge-
transfer processes in the reactions of H+ projectiles with
H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H6 and C3H8 molecular targets in the
collision energy range of 0.2–4.0 keV; Cheng and Liu [8]
measured total differential cross sections for different types
of charge-transfer processes in the H+ + C2H2 system at the
collision energies of 6, 12.5, 25 and 50 keV; Sanders et al. [9]
measured electron-capture cross sections of H+ projectiles
colliding with H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H6 and
C3H8 molecular targets in the energy range of 60–
120 keV; Varghese et al. [10] measured total single-elec-
tron-capture cross sections of H+ projectiles colliding with
CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, (CH2)3, C3H6, C3H8, CO, CO2,
O2, CF4, C2F6, C4F8, SF6 and Ne molecular targets in the
collision energy range of 0.8–3.0 MeV; and Wilson and
Toburen [11] investigated the reactions of H+ projectiles
with CH4, C2H6, C2H4, C2H2 and C6H6 molecular targets
at the collision energies of 0.3, 1.0 and 2.0 MeV.

Out of the several proton-scattering experiments found
in the literature, those conducted by the Toennies group
[12–19] have provided the most detailed investigations on
non-charge-transfer and charge-transfer reactions in pro-
ton–molecule collisions. Toennies group apparatus in those
experiments consisted of a primary beam of protons in the
collision energy range of 10 6 ELab 6 46 eV and colliding
with a secondary nozzle beam of target molecules; the par-
ticles produced by that two-beam collision (scattered pro-
tons and hydrogen atoms in non-charge-transfer and
charge-transfer reactions, respectively) were subsequently
measured and time-of-flight analyzed via an open electron
multiplier detector. Toennies group experiments on pro-
ton–molecule collisions have systematically probed an
astonishing number of molecular targets including: H2

[12], O2 [13], HF [14], H2O [15], CO2 [16], N2O [16],
C2H2 [17], CF4 [18], SF6 [18], and CH4 [19] inter alia.
Worth noticing in that series of experiments were the
measurements of non-charge-transfer and charge-transfer
vibrationally resolved differential cross sections in the sys-
tems: H+ + H2 at ELab = 30 eV [12] and H+ + O2 at ELa-

b = 23.7 eV [13]; and the measurements of non-charge-
transfer and charge-transfer total differential cross sections
in the systems: H+ + CO2 and H+ + N2O at
ELab = 9.8 eV and 30 eV [16], H+ + H2O at ELab = 27
and 46 eV [15], and H+ + C2H2 at ELab = 30 eV [17].

Toennies group studies have set the stage for a produc-
tive interaction between experimental and theoretical
approaches because its measurements can be used to assess
the accuracy of a given theoretical method whereas the
latter can elucidate reaction details not accessible by
experimental means. However, due to the complexity of
the investigated proton–molecule reactions, few of them
have been studied theoretically with advanced quantum
methodologies. An early attempt in that direction was
made by Toennies et al. themselves when they simulated
their own H+ + H2 experiment [12], first with the trajectory
surface hopping method (TSHM) [12,20] and finally with
the higher-level infinite order sudden approximation
(IOSA) method [21]. However, the possibility to theoreti-
cally examine the most demanding Toennies experiments
arose when Morales et al. applied systematically the elec-
tron nuclear dynamics (END) theory [22] to the reactions:
H+ + H2 [23,24], H++CH4 [25], and H+ + H2O [26], and
obtained excellent agreements with the corresponding
Toennies group’s measurements. The success of END in
simulating those systems is attributable to two distinctive
features of that theory: (I) its direct-dynamics nature that
makes possible its application to different types of systems
without the cumbersome predetermination of potential
energy surfaces, and (II) its intrinsic versatility that permits
the description of different types of reactions occurring in
the above systems (e.g. hydrogen rearrangements, hydro-
gen dissociations, charge-transfer processes, etc.). Encour-
aged by those early results, we continued applying the
END theory to more complex systems experimentally stud-
ied by the Toennies group but now in the context of our
generalized coherent-states dynamics (CSD) (see next sec-
tion for details). For example, we have recently completed
an exhaustive study [27] on the proton–acetylene collision:
H+ + CH„CH at ELab = 30 eV [28] that involved the sim-
ulation of 6800 trajectories from 68 independent HC„CH
target orientations, rendered a complete description of all
the reactive processes in that system (e.g. H2 formation
and charge-transfer reactions), and provided calculated
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cross sections in good agreement with experimental results
(see also Ref. [29] for a complementary END study on the
same system). Other example of our current research efforts
is our ongoing END–CSD theoretical study [30] of the
H+ + CO2 system at ELab = 30 eV [16] with an emphasis
on quantitatively describing the non-charge-transfer
H+ + CO2! H+ + CO2 and charge-transfer Hþ þCO2!
Hþ COþ2 channels of that system. In the same vein, we
present herein a detailed END–CSD study of the
H+ + HF reaction at ELab = 30 eV that was also experi-
mentally studied by the Toennies group [14]. This reactive
system displays a wealth of fascinating chemical features
that call for a detailed theoretical investigation. Firstly, this
system exhibits several chemical processes such as proton
inelastic scattering, target vibrational excitations, and
charge-transfer reactions. Secondly, the possibility of theo-
retically predicting the formation of H2F+, a compound
independently identified in infrared laser spectroscopy
[31,32], gives a further stimulus for a theoretical investiga-
tion. Finally, unlike other previously investigated molecu-
lar targets (e.g. H2 [23,24], H–C„C–H [27], and CO2

[30]), the HF molecule has no inversion center and there-
fore presents an electronic density with some degree of
asymmetry between the H and the F termini; this lack of
symmetry has an effect on the interacting forces between
the HF target and the incoming/outgoing projectile that
finally manifests in a more varied dynamics and in more
complex patterns in the scattering angle functions. It
should be finally emphasized that the mentioned direct-
dynamics nature of END–CSD happens to be crucial in
this investigation because there is no pre-calculated poten-
tial energy surface for the H+ + HF system to undertake
such a study with more traditional, non-direct methods.
As proven in a previous study of the H+ + H2 system
[23,24], direct-dynamics results with END compare well
with those generated on potential energy surfaces with
the TSHM [12] and IOSA [21] methods.

The present investigation is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we discuss the END–CSD theory as the current
methodology to study the H+ + HF system; in Section 3,
we explain the computational details of the present
END–CSD simulations; in Section 4, we report and discuss
the main END–CSD results for the H+ + HF system; and
finally in Section 5, we present some final and concluding
remarks.

2. Theoretical background

The END theory has been created by Deumens and
Öhrn [22] . In this investigation, we present END in the
context of our unifying coherent-states dynamics (CSD)
theory [33] that prescribes specific types of coherent states
(CS) for each class of molecular degree of freedom: trans-
lational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic. The utiliza-
tion of CS for the simulation of chemical reactions arises
from both theoretical and computational motivations but
the last one is of paramount importance for the feasibility
of the present approach. Even with state-of-the-art com-
puter technology, full quantum-mechanics simulations of
large chemical systems remain unfeasible and recurrences
to less expensive classical-mechanics treatments are ines-
capable in some degrees of freedom. Therefore, a practical
methodology to treat large systems would be one that
allows transitions from quantum to classical mechanics in
a continuous way and at any desired level of accuracy.
Such flexibility can be obtained by exploiting the properties
of CS sets [34]. Broadly speaking, CS are sets of genuine
quantum states that permit expressing full quantum
dynamical equations in a classical-like Hamiltonian format
(symplectic structure [35,36] ) in terms of generalized posi-
tions {qi} and conjugate momenta {pi}. More formally
speaking, the states {jzii}, depending upon the complex
parameters zi ¼ ðqi þ ipiÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

, form a set of CS in the Hil-
bert space H if they satisfy the following two conditions
[34]: (I) continuity with respect to zi, and (II) resolution
of unity: 1̂ ¼

R
dlðzi; z�i Þjziihzij with positive measure

dlðzi; z�i Þ > 0 and with hzijz0ii 6¼ 0 (i.e. the CS form a non-
orthogonal, over-complete basis set [34]). Some types of
CS sets also satisfy additional conditions [34] but only that
concerning a quasi-classical behavior [37] is relevant herein.
A CS set is termed quasi-classical [37] if the CS average
positions and momenta are hx̂ii ¼ qiðtÞ ¼ hzjðtÞjx̂ijzjðtÞi
and hp̂ii ¼ piðtÞ ¼ hzjðtÞjp̂ijzjðtÞi, respectively, and there
exists a Hamiltonian Ĥ with which those averages evolve
in time obeying Hamilton equations: _qi ¼ oHðqi; piÞ=opi

and _pi ¼ �oHðqi; piÞ=oqi, where Hðqi; piÞ ¼ hzjðtÞjĤ jzjðtÞi.
If a CS set is used to formulate equations of motion then
the resulting dynamics will still be genuinely quantum-
mechanical but cast in a classical-like format as close to
classical mechanics as possible; if the CS sets are also
quasi-classical then a classical dynamics obeyed by quan-
tum states is obtained. Most of the CS herein described
can be constructed via the Lie-group Perelomov prescrip-
tion (PP), whose intricate details are explained in Ref.
[34]. However, the PP does not automatically generate
quasi-classical CS. Non-trivial departures from the PP to
enforce quasi-classical CS behavior are demonstrated in
Ref. [37]. Additionally, a less strict version of the second
CS condition is discussed in Refs. [34,37].

For a molecular system with NN nuclei and Ne electrons,
the simplest END–CSD total wavefunction WTotal is the
product of nuclear WN and electronic We parts: WTotal =
WNWe. WN is a product of 3NN narrow-width, frozen
Gaussian wave packets:

WNðX; R;PÞ ¼
Y3NN

i¼1

exp � X i � Ri

2DRi

� �2

þ iP i

�h
ðX i � RiÞ

( )

ð1Þ
with average positions Ri, average momenta Pi, and posi-
tion normal deviation DRi / �h1/2. These Gaussian wave
packets are Glauber CS [24] in themselves. In a CSD
approach [33], WN can be approximately factorized
into translational, rotational and vibrational CS parts:
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WN = WTransWRot WVib. WTrans is a collection of CS wave
packet describing quasi-classically the center of mass mo-
tion and the reactants/products relative motions [33,37].
WRot is approximately the nearly quasi-classical Morales
rotational CS WRot = jabci [37] generated by a departure
from the PP treatment of the SO(3) � SO(3) � A Lie group.
WVib is a product of NVib normal-mode, quasi-classical Gla-
uber CS [24]: WVib ¼

QNVib

i¼1 jzVib
i i. The approximate nature of

this CS factorization is due to the fact that WRot is not
strictly Gaussian in form [33,37] unlike the other CS factors.
A full CSD treatment should involve the discussed CS fac-
torization throughout the whole dynamics. However, for
the present application, the original END form of WN in
Eq. (1) is adopted and the CS factorization is only intro-
duced at final time to perform a CS analysis of the final
state. For We, K fermion creation (annihilation) operators
byi ðbiÞ of Ne occupied {wh} and K � Ne virtual {wp} orthog-
onal molecular spin-orbitals (MSO) can generate particle–
hole pair operators bypbh of the U(K) Lie group [34]. Taking
as a fiducial state the Fermi vacuum j0i ¼ byN e

� � � by1jvaci,
the un-normalized, non-quasi-classical, single-determinant
Thouless electronic CS [34,38] jz;Ri is

We ¼ jz; Ri ¼ det½vhðz; RÞ� ¼ exp
XK

p¼Neþ1

XN e

h¼1

zphbypbh

 !
j0i

¼ j0i þ
X
p;h

zphðtÞbypbhj0i þ
X

p;h;p0 ;h0
zphðtÞzp0h0 ðtÞbypbyp0bh0bhj0i þ � � � ;

ð2Þ

where the non-orthogonal Thouless (or dynamical) MSO
{vh} are vh ¼ wh þ

PK
p¼N eþ1wpzph ð1 6 h 6 N eÞ [38] and

bypbhj0i; bypbyp0bh0bhj0i, etc., are singly-, doubly-excited, etc.,
determinants out of j0i. The {wh,wp} MSO are constructed
with conventional atomic basis set functions centered on
the nuclear wave packets and therefore they depend upon
{Ri} and so does jz;Ri. Those MSO are unrestricted so that
jz;Ri can in principle describe both closed-shell H+ + HF
and open-shell H� + HF+ separations. Thouless CS plays
several roles in the present formulation. Basically, Thouless
theorem [38] certifies that jz;Ri is any general single deter-
minant, non-orthogonal to and out of j0i, and defined non-
redundantly in terms of the minimum number of parame-
ters {zph} necessary to express a single-determinantal state.
Therefore, (I) jz;Ri always remains single-determinantal
during any arbitrary variations of {zph(t)} without the need
of holonomic constraints, and (II) jz;Ri is simultaneously
one single determinant in terms of the Thouless MSO
{vh} and a superposition of all the excited determinants
out of j0i in terms of the original MSO {wh, wp}. Those ex-
cited single-determinant can represent different non-
charge-transfer and charge-transfer channels. jz;Ri also
permits a classical-like formulation of the quantum elec-
tronic dynamics as shown shortly. A multi-configuration
electronic CS [39] would be more adequate to describe
the multi-channel H+ + HF reaction but has not been
implemented yet. Nevertheless, the present single-determi-
nantal Thouless CS comprising singly- and higher-excited
single determinants renders satisfactory results as shown
below.

Having formulated WTotal in terms of CS parts, the
quantum Lagrangian LCS [36] for such an un-normalized
trial function is

LCS ¼ WTotal
i�h
2

~o

ot
� o
 

ot

0
@

1
A� Ĥ

2
4

3
5WTotal

* +,
hWTotaljWTotali:

ð3Þ
By applying the time-dependent variational principle
(TDVP) that imposes stationarity to the quantum action
SCS associated with the quantum Lagrangian:
dSCS ¼ d

R t2

t1
LCSðtÞ dt ¼ 0 [22,36], the END dynamical

equations for the CS parameters fRi; P i; zph; z�phg in the
semiclassical limit of �h! 0 for the nuclei are obtained
[22,36] :

iC 0 iCR 0

0 �iC� �iC�R 0

iCyR �iCT
R CRR �I

0 0 I 0

2
6664

3
7775

dz
dt

dz�

dt
dR
dt
dP
dt

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

oETotal

oz�

oETotal

oz

oETotal

oR

oETotal

oP

2
66664

3
77775; ð4Þ

where the left matrix is related to a Hamilton generalized
symplectic matrix [35,36] whose sub-matrices are:

ðCXYÞij:kl ¼ �2Im
o2 ln S

oX ikoY jl

����
R0¼R

;

ðCXik
Þph ¼

o
2 ln S

oz�phoX ik

�����
R0¼R

; Cph:qg ¼
o

2 ln S
oz�phozqg

�����
R0¼R

; ð5Þ

where S = hz 0;R 0jz;R i is the overlap between two Thou-
less CS and Etotal ¼ hWTotaljĤ jWTotali=hWTotaljWTotali ¼P3NN

i¼1 P 2
i =2M i þ hz; RjĤ ejz; Ri=hz; Rjz; Ri the total energy.

Eq. (4) expresses in a quantum Hamilton symplectic format
[36] the combined quantum classic-like electronic and
quasi-classical CM, rotational and vibrational CS dynam-
ics. Remarkably, Eq. (4) treats simultaneously the electrons
and nuclei of a system and provides a direct-dynamics algo-
rithm that does not require pre-calculated potential energy
surfaces to run. The CS parameters evolving in time draw
different reaction trajectories in a CS quantum phase space.
In a simulation, reactants are prepared with initial posi-
tions and momenta: fR0

i g and fP 0
i g, and with electronic

state fz0
ph; z

0�
phg (cf. Fig. 1) to define the initial wavefunction:

Wi
Total ¼ W0

Total. At initial time, all z0
ph may be zero:

z0
ph ¼ 0) jz; Ri ¼ j0i, so that j0i is an unrestricted Har-

tree–Fock (UHF) self-consistent field (SCF) single determi-
nant describing the incoming H+ + HF. A chemical
reaction simulation is advanced by integrating Eq. (4) over
time so that the evolving CS parameters fRi; P i; zph; z�phg
trace a reactants-to-products trajectory in the CS quantum
phase space. Eventually, the CS parameters {zph(t)} will as-
sume non-zero values and the excited single determinants
in Eq. (2) will come up. Some of those excited determinants
will correspond to non-charge-transfer outgoing channels
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H+ + HF and others to charge-transfer ones H� + HF+

depending upon the MSO {wh, wp} implicated in the exci-
tations. At final time, the evolved wavefunction
Wf

Total ¼ W1Total is factorized into its nuclear CS parts and
projected onto selected eigenstates of the products:
Uf

Total ¼ Uf
TransU

f
RotU

f
VibU

f
e so that the quantum probability

amplitude T i!f
CS for the transition Wi

Total ! Wf
Total is [33,40]

T i!f
CS ¼ hU

f
TotaljW

f
Totali ¼ Ai!f

TransA
i!f
RotA

i!f
Vib Ai!f

e exp
iSCS

�h

� �
;

ð6Þ
where each Ai!f

Degree ¼ hU
f
DegreejW

f
Degreei (Degree = Trans,

Rot,Vib, e) is a reaction transition probability amplitude
per molecular degree. All relevant properties of a chemical
reaction (e.g. differential and integral cross sections, rate
constants) can be calculated from the probability ampli-
tude T i!f

CS . The specific CSD way to evaluate differential
and integral cross sections is deferred to Section 4, where
those calculations are discussed more concretely in the con-
text of the simulation results.

3. Computational details

All the present calculations have been conducted with
the suite of programs CSTechG (K. Tsereteli, Y. Yan and
J. A. Morales, CSTechG, Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas, 2005–2007), developed from the ENDyne 2.7 and
2.8 codes (E. Deumens, ENDyne: Electron Nuclear Dynam-
ics Simulations, Version 2 Release 8, Quantum Theory Pro-
ject: University of Florida, Gainesville, FL. 32611-8435,
1997). Original features coded into CSTechG include a
novel density functional theory (DFT)/CSD method [41]
(not employed in this investigation), a CSD methodology
to calculate reaction properties [33] (employed in this inves-
tigation, see below), and a compute grid implementation
[42] for Microsoft Windows� and Red Hat Linux� operat-
ing systems, inter alia. The last capability utilizes state-of-
the-art compute grid technologies [43] to run several CS
trajectories in parallel on available compute grids, such
as the Texas Tech University compute grid (TechGrid)
and the Texas Internet Grid for Research and Education
(TIGRE). The raw simulated dynamics in this investigation
are equivalent to those with the ENDyne 2.7-2.8 code but
reaction properties are evaluated with the mentioned CSD
methodology.

The nuclear CS parameters defining the initial condi-
tions of the reactants H+ and HF for the present calcula-
tions are depicted in Fig. 1. The nuclei initially forming
the HF molecule are labeled H(1) and F(2), respectively,
whereas the nucleus initially in the incoming projectile
H+ is labeled H(3). In the present calculations, the rela-
tively large pVDZ basis set [44,45] is placed on the three
moving CS nuclear wave packets to construct the electronic
MSO {wh,wp}. For the total H+/HF system, a pVDZ basis
set contains 25 contracted basis functions constructed with
56 uncontracted Gaussian functions. Previous (H+ + H2

[23,24]) and concurrent (H+ + NO) studies have demon-
strated the adequacy of the pVDZ basis sets for this type
of dynamical simulations. The target molecule HF is ini-
tially at rest (PH(1) = PF(2) = 0), with its geometrical center
placed at (0.0,0.0,0.0) (Fig. 1) and in its electronic ground
state at the UHF-SCF/pVDZ [46] level. The angular orien-
tation [a,b] of the HF target molecule is determined by the
polar a (0� 6 a 6 180�) and azimuthal b (0� 6 b 6 360�)
angles of its inter-nuclear center-F semi-axis (Fig. 1). The
H+ projectile is initially placed at (b, 0.0,�15.00 a.u.) where
b (0 6 b 6 +1) is the impact parameter. The incoming
projectile initially travels along the positive z-axis with
momentum PH(3)

in = (0.0,0.0, +PH(3)z
in) corresponding to

ELab ¼ ðP in
Hð3ÞzÞ

2
=2MHð3Þ ¼ 30 eV. Taking advantage of the

C1v symmetry of the HF target molecule, initial conditions
not replicating symmetry-equivalent trajectories can be
generated by varying the angles a and b in the ranges:
0� 6 a 6 180� and 0� 6 b 6 180�, respectively (for instance,
the [a,b] and [a,�b] orientations generate symmetry-equiv-
alent trajectories, cf. Fig. 1). Given the considerable com-
putational cost of a pVDZ basis set in a dynamical
context, only a subset of trajectories starting from some
representative target orientations [a,b] are actually calcu-
lated. Therefore, the present simulations only consist of
‘‘orthogonal’’ projectile–target collisions with the target at
initial orientations [90�,b] with 0� 6 b 6 180� in steps of
Db = 45�, and with the projectile at impact parameters
0.0 6 b 6 7.9 a.u. in steps of Db = 0.1 a.u. so that no sym-
metry-equivalent trajectories are replicated. Those initial
conditions generate a total of five independent target orien-
tations and 400 CS trajectories, which make the present
END–CSD/pVDZ study be the most exhaustive hitherto
conducted with a C1v target (most previous studies were
conducted with D1v targets, e.g. H–C„C–H [27], whose
higher symmetry at times helped reducing the number of
target orientations). The [90�,b] ‘‘orthogonal’’ collisions
can certainly capture the main features of the H+ + HF
reactions because they are the most probable collisions
[Prob(a,b) / sina that is maximal with a = 90�] as proven



Table 1
Reactive processes per target orientation [a,b] and vs. the impact
parameter b

Orientation [a,b] (�) Impact parameter, b (a.u.) Reactive processes

[90,0] 0.0 H–F D
0.1–7.9 NCTS/CTS

[90,45] 0.0–0.1 H–F D
0.2–7.9 NCTS/CTS

[90,90] 0.0–0.2 H–F D
0.3–7.9 NCTS/CTS

[90,135] 0.0–0.9 H–F D
1.0–7.9 NCTS/CTS

[90,180] 0.0–0.2 H–F D
0.3–1.3 HR
1.4–1.8 H–F D
1.9–7.9 NCTS/CTS

NCTS, non-charge-transfer scattering; CTS, charge-transfer scattering;
H–F D, hydrogen-fluoride dissociation; HR, hydrogen rearrangement.
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in a previous H+ + H–C„C–H study [27] and corrobo-
rated in the present one. The END–CSD/pVDZ simula-
tions were run for a total time of 1000 a.u. from the
indicated initial conditions. After the simulations are com-
plete, several programs in the CSTechG suite analyze the
well-separated final products and calculate dynamical
properties according to CSD prescriptions.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Reactive processes and trajectory analysis

The H+ + HF system at the collisional energy ELab =
30 eV undergoes several reactive processes. Reactions the-
oretically predicted during the present END–CSD/pVDZ
investigation include:

(I) Non-charge-transfer scattering (NCTS), where the

incoming H+ is scattered off after exciting the rota-
tional, vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom
of the HF molecule:
Hþ þH–Fðli; vi; niÞ ! Hþ þH–Fðlf ; vf ; nfÞ ðNCTSÞ:
ð7Þ
(II) Charge-transfer scattering (CTS), where essentially
one electron is transferred to the incoming projectile
H+ from the target HF:
Hþ þH–Fðli; vi; niÞ ! H0 þH–F�ðlf ; vf ; nfÞ ðCTSÞ:
ð8Þ

The NCTS and CTS processes happen together in a
given CS trajectory with their respective probability
amplitudes deducible from Ai!f

e in Eq. (6);

(III) Collision-induced hydrogen fluoride dissociation (H–

F D), where the HF molecule is cleaved by the incom-
ing projectile H+:
Hþ þH–Fðli; vi; niÞ ! Hq þHq0 þ Fq00 ðH–F DÞ
qþ q0 þ q00 ¼ þ1 ð9Þ
(IV) and finally hydrogen rearrangement (HR):
Hþ� þH–Fðli; vi;niÞ !HqþHq0� �Fðlf ; vf ;nfÞ ðHRÞ
qþ q0 ¼ þ1

ð10Þ
where the bullet ‘•’ marks the exchanged hydrogen nuclei.
Neither H2F+(H+ + HF! H2F+) nor Hþ1;0

2 ðHþ þ HF!
Hþ1;0

2 þ F0;þ1Þ formation is predicted. Above, the quantum
number sets: (li,vi,ni) and (lf,vf,nf) label the initial and final
rotational, vibrational and electronic eigenstates, respec-
tively, because all the channels exhibit rovibrational inelas-
ticity and electronic excitations. The CTS process directly
contributes to the net one-electron charge-transfer reac-
tion: H+ + HF! H� + HF+; reciprocally, the H–F D
and HR processes also contribute to that charge-transfer
reaction but indirectly through the outgoing dissociated/
exchanged projectile Hq having finite probability of carry-
ing a charge q = 0. The complete list of all the reactive pro-
cesses predicted during this END–CSD/pVDZ
investigation is shown in Table 1, where the reactions are
arranged first under the initial target orientations [90�,b]
and then as a function of the projectile impact parameter
b. Inspection of Table 1 reveals that the H–F D and HR
processes occur at small values of b whereas the NCTS/
CTS ones at large ones. Clearly, NCTS/CTS processes
are far more probable than their more reactive counter-
parts: H–F D and HR. It is worth noticing that within
the examined orientations, the HR reaction only arises
from the [90�, 180�] orientation; in that situation, the
incoming H+ projectile approaches the H terminus of the
HF target, dislodges that H nucleus, and takes its place
in the final molecule:

ð11Þ

Although only observed from the [90�, 180�] orientation,
that type of HR mechanism will likely happen from other
not simulated orientations [a,b] very close to the
[90�, 180�] one. Notably, no current simulation displays
an alternative HR mechanism where the incoming H+

projectile approaches the F terminus of the HF target, par-
tially bonds to the F atom by weakening the original H–F
bond, and finally gets bonded to the F by completely cleav-
ing the original H–F bond:

ð12Þ

That mechanism might happen in head-on collisions from
the [180�, 0�] orientation: Hþ þ F–H! H � � �F � � �H� !
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H– Fq þHq0 ðqþ q0 ¼ þ1Þ, whose simulations will be con-
ducted in a future investigation.

The three main reactions in the H+ + HF system: H–F
D, HR and NCTS/CTS, as predicted at the END–CSD/
pVDZ level, are depicted in Figs. 2–4 for simulations start-
ing from the target orientation [90�, 180�] and from projec-
tile impact parameters b = 0.2 (H–F D, Fig. 2), 0.9 (HR,
Fig. 3), and 1.9 a.u. (NCTS/CTS, Fig. 4), respectively;
and for a total time of 1000 a.u. Each of those figures
breaks down into three panels: panels (a) depict the three
nuclei trajectories on the x–z plane (cf. Fig. 1); panels (b)
depict the relative distances between the nuclear pairs:
H(1)–H(3), F(2)–H(3) and H(1)–F(2) vs. time; and panels
(c) depict the Mulliken population analysis of the a-spin
electrons on the nuclei: H(1), F(2) and H(3) vs. time. In
all the simulations from the [90�, 0�] and [90�, 180�] orienta-
tions, the nuclei originally placed on the x–z plane (cf.
Fig. 1) remain on that plane throughout the whole evolu-
tion due to the symmetry of the arranged atoms and of
their associated interacting forces. Therefore, the 2-D pan-
els (a) of Figs. 2–4 genuinely represent the nuclei trajecto-
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Fig. 2. Simulation of a hydrogen fluoride dissociation (H–F D) reaction in the
(a) x vs. z positions for the three nuclei; panel (b) nuclear relative distances vs
nuclei vs. time.
ries during evolution without projective distortion. From
other orientations, lack of symmetry prevents the nuclei
from remaining on the originally x–z plane of the initial
conditions.

Fig. 2 shows a H–F D process from the [90�, 180�]/
b = 0.2 a.u. initial conditions. Fig. 2a portrays the incoming
projectile H+[H(3)] initially approaching the H[H(1)] termi-
nus of the HF molecule, and eventually transferring a con-
siderable amount of momentum to the H(1) atom thereby
dissociating it from the HF molecule; after that closest
approach, the nuclei H(1) and H(3) depart from each other
on divergent trajectories, with the nucleus H(3) violently
deflected by almost 90� from its incoming direction. Nota-
bly, the much heavier fluorine nucleus F(2) remains mostly
at rest during the entire processes. Fig. 2b also portrays a
H–F D process since the three nuclear relative distances:
H(1)–H(3), F(2)–H(3) and H(1)–F(2) initially depict the
projectile–target approach but finish up being indefinitely
increasing at time t! 1000 a.u; that indicates that after col-
lision, the three nuclei diverge from each other without
re-association. Fig. 2c is also consistent with H–F D and
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Fig. 3. Simulation of a hydrogen rearrangement (HR) reaction in the H+ + HF system from the initial conditions: [90�, 180�]/b = 0.9 a.u. Panel (a), x vs. z

positions for the three nuclei; panel (b), nuclear relative distances vs. time; panel (c), Mulliken populations of the a-spin electrons on the three nuclei vs.
time.
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additionally illustrates the charge-transfer processes associ-
ated with it: the incoming H+[H(3)] projectile starts with no
electrons but after colliding with the HF molecule, it
acquires a considerable number of a-spin electrons (about
0:5�e) at the expense of those originally in the H(1) and
F(2) nuclei, whose electron populations end up proportion-
ally decreased.

Fig. 3 shows a HR process from the [90�, 180�]/
b = 0.9 a.u. initial conditions. An unmistakable discern-
ment of that HR is achieved by inspecting simultaneously
Figs. 3a and 3b. Fig. 3a depicts the incoming projectile
H+[H(3)] initially approaching the H[H(1)] terminus of
the HF molecule and eventually transferring a considerable
amount of momentum to the H(1) nucleus so that the latter
is dissociated from F(2) at the same time that H(3) orbits
around and finally bonds to F(2) [cf. next Fig. 3b]; after
that closest approach, the displaced H(1) nucleus is consid-
erably deflected off. Notice again that the much heavier
F(2) nucleus remains mostly at rest during the entire pro-
cesses. Fig. 3b reconfirms a HR reaction for this simulation
because there the relative distance F(2)–H(1) initially
remains constant at the value of the HF equilibrium bond
length at the HF-SCF/pVDZ level but eventually becomes
monotonically increasing at time t! 1000 a.u.; on the
other hand, the relative distance F(2)–H(3) initially is
monotonically decreasing but finally becomes oscillatory
around a constant value. Those final oscillations in the
F(2)–H(3) relative distance indicates that the newly-formed
HF molecule is vibrationally excited. Fig. 3c is also consis-
tent with a HR processes and additionally illustrates the
charge-transfer processes associated with it: the incoming
H+[H(3)] projectile starts with no electrons but after collid-
ing with the HF molecule, it acquires a considerable num-
ber of a-spin electrons (about 0:3�e) at the expense of those
originally in the H(1) and F(2) nuclei, whose electron pop-
ulations end up proportionally decreased. The HR process
displayed in Fig. 3 is a direct illustration of the HR mech-
anism in Eq. (11).

Fig. 4 shows a NCTS/CTS process from the [90�, 180�]/
b = 1.9 a.u. initial conditions. Fig. 4a portrays the incom-
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Fig. 4. Simulation of a non-charge-transfer scattering/charge-transfer scattering (NCTS/CTS) reaction in the H+ + HF system from the initial conditions:
[90�,180�]/b = 1.9 a.u. Panel (a), x vs. z positions for the three nuclei; panel (b), nuclear relative distances vs. time; panel (c), Mulliken populations of the a-
spin electrons on the three nuclei vs. time.
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ing projectile H+[H(3)] initially approaching the H[H(1)]
terminus of the HF molecule and eventually transferring
a considerable amount of momentum to the H(1) nucleus
thereby violently pushing it back to the right and making
it rotate around the slow-moving F(2) nucleus; after that
closest approach, the H(3) nucleus is repulsively scattered
off. Notice once more that the much heavier F(2) nucleus
remains mostly at rest during the entire processes. Fig. 4b
reconfirms a NCTS/CTS reaction for this simulation
because there the relative distance H(1)–F(2) initially
remains constant at the value of the HF equilibrium bond
length at the HF-SCF/pVDZ level, but eventually becomes
oscillatory around the time of the H(3) closest approach to
the HF molecule (i.e. around the time when both F(2)–H(3)
and H(1)–H(3) reach their minimum values), and remains
in that state until time t! 1000 a.u; those oscillations indi-
cate that the HF molecule remains bonded (and vibration-
ally excited) after collision. Fig. 4b also depicts the relative
distances F(2)–H(3) and H(1)–H(3) initially decreasing
monotonically (projectile–target approach) and finally
reverting to a monotonic increase; that indicates that the
H(3) projectile comes by and goes away from the target
without causing any dissociating or rearranging process.
Fig. 4c is also consistent with a NCTS/CTS reaction and
additionally illustrates the charge-transfer processes associ-
ated with it: the incoming H+[H(3)] projectile starts again
with no electrons but when closest to the HF molecule, it
momentarily acquires a considerable number of a-spin elec-
trons (about 0:3�e) at the expense of those originally in the
H(1) and F(2) nuclei, whose electron populations are
momentarily decreased; that transitory electron-transfer is
substantially reverted after the H(3) nucleus departs from
the HF molecule since it only retains a slight number of
electrons at final time (fewer than 0:1�e).

4.2. Scattering angles; rainbow and glory scattering angles

After a simulation is completed, the fastest outgoing
hydrogen particle Hq(0 6 q 6 + 1) is identified as the
experimental outgoing projectile. The scattering angle h
of this outgoing projectile with respect to the incoming z-
direction
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sin h ¼
ðP out2

Hx þ P out2
Hy Þ

1=2

ðP out2
Hx þ P out2

Hy þ P out2
Hz Þ

1=2
ð0 6 h 6 180	Þ; ð13Þ

where fP out
Hi g ði ¼ x; y; zÞ are the outgoing projectile

momentum components at final time. Scattering angle
functions h (b) vs. impact parameter b from the investigated
initial target orientations [a,b] are shown in Fig. 5, whereas
the values and locations of some of their critical values (e.g.
rainbow and glory scattering angles) are listed in Table 2.
The scattering angles patterns displayed in Fig. 5 differ in
some details from those previously observed during similar
simulations with more symmetric D1h targets (e.g. H2

[23,24] and C2H2 [27]), a fact due to the lower C1v symme-
try of the current HF target as discussed below.

From the [90�, 0�], [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�] orientations,
the scattering angle functions h(b) in Fig. 5 exhibit primary
rainbow angles hI QC

R ¼ hðbI
RÞ as maxima at relatively high

impact parameters bI
Rð½dhðbÞ=db�b¼bI

R
¼ 0; cf. Table 2; the

superscript: QC indicates the angles’ calculation from
quasi-classical CS trajectories in Eq. (13)). From the
[90�, 0�] orientation, the scattering angle function h(b)
becomes decreasing at impact parameters b somewhat
lower than bI

R and reaches a zero value: hG (bG) = 0� at a
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Table 2
Primary (quasi-classical and uniform Airy-treated) and secondary (quasi-classic
different target orientations [a, b]

Orientations
[a,b] (�)

Primary rainbow angles

Impact parameter,
bI

R (a.u.)
Rainbow angle
(quasi-classical),
hI QC

R ð	Þ

Rainbow angle
(uniform Airy-
hI U: Airy

R ð	Þ
[90,0] 3.2 10.9 8.8
[90,45] 2.9 11.3 9.3
[90,90] 2.2 12.6 10.7
[90,135] – – –
[90,180] 4.7 1.5 –
finite impact parameter bG (cf. Table 2). That phenomenon
known as glory scattering [47] corresponds to an outgoing
projectile that acquires an overall zero deflection from its
original traveling direction. Other type of zero and nearly
zero scattering angles hS! 0�, known as small angles
[47], always occur from all the orientations at very large
impact parameters (b!1, cf. Fig. 5) because those corre-
spond to long projectile–target separations that result in
weak interactions. Further away from the glory angle posi-
tion, where b < bG, the scattering angle functions h(b) from
the [90�, 0�] orientation finally become sharply increasing.
Those observed features in h(b) from the [90�, 0�] orienta-
tion can be explained in terms of the projectile–target inter-
actions as follows. Due to the symmetry of the initial
reactants and of their interaction potential, the three nuclei
from the [90�, 0�] orientation remain on the original x–z

plane (cf. Fig. 1) throughout the entire scattering process.
When b > bG, the projectile experiences a net attraction
by the target and ends up on the x–z plane, deflected
toward the z-axis, and with a negative deflection function:
H(b) = �h(b) [47]. On the other hand, when b < bG, the
projectile experiences a net repulsion by the target and ends
up on the x–z plane, deflected off the z-axis, and with a
positive deflection function: H(b) = h(b) [47]. At exactly
b = bG, the transition from repulsive to attractive interac-
tions takes place and provokes a glory scattering with zero
deflection function: HG(b) = hG(b) = 0� [47]. Within the
attractive interval: (bG,+1), the attraction is the weakest
at the highest impact parameters b! +1 (i.e. at long pro-
jectile–target separations) but monotonically increases at
lower impact parameters b (i.e. at shorter projectile–target
separations) and reaches a maximum in strength at bI

R. The
primary rainbow angle hI QC

R as a maximum in the scattering
angle function h(b) at bI

R is a manifestation of that maxi-
mum in the projectile–target net attraction. As soon as
b < bI

R, the net attraction begins to decrease, eventually
becomes zero at exactly b = bG, and finally reverts into a
net repulsive interaction when b < bG. Comparing in
Fig. 5 the scattering angle function h(b) from the [90�, 0�]
orientation with those from the [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�]
ones, it is discernible that primary rainbow angles are also
present from the last two orientations but with increasingly
higher values hI QC

R and at increasingly lower impact para-
meters bI

R (cf. Table 2). More importantly, the zero glory
al) rainbow scattering angles, and positions of glory scattering angles from

Secondary rainbow angles Glory angles (hG = 0�)

treated),
Impact
parameter,
bII

R (a.u.)

Rainbow angle
(quasi-classical,
hII QC

R (�))

Impact
parameter,
bG (a.u.)

– – 2.5
2.1 1.6 –
1.5 9.4 –
– – –
2.9 0.6 2.6 and 3.3
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scattering angle hG(bG) = 0� from the [90�, 0�] orientation is
substituted in the other two simulations for secondary rain-
bow angles hII QC

R ¼ hðbII
RÞ that are minima in the scattering

angle functions at relatively low impact parameters bII
R

(½dhðbÞ=db�b¼bII
R
¼ 0, cf. Fig. 5). Secondary rainbow angles

were first predicted theoretically in the H+ + H2 system
by Giese et al. [48] and later corroborated in the same sys-
tem by the Toennies group [12], both theoretically and
experimentally. More significantly, secondary rainbow
angles were also predicted in previous END simulations
of the H+ + H2 [23,24] and H+ + C2H2 [27] systems inter

alia. From the [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�] orientations, the
lower symmetry in the initial conditions with respect to
those from the [90�, 0�] one causes the nuclei not to remain
on the original x–z plane but scatter off that plane. A sec-
ondary rainbow corresponds to a maximum in that off-
plane scattering. Notice that in the case of more symmetric,
D1h targets (e.g. H2 [23,24] and C2H2 [27]), the [90�, 90�]
orientation did not lead to an off-plane scattering so that
the secondary rainbow effect did not occur there but a
glory scattering instead. In all the END–CSD investigated
systems including the present one, secondary rainbows are
always smaller than primary ones ðhII QC

R < hI QC
R Þ and

occurred at lower impact parameters ðbII
R < bI

RÞ. The fea-
tures of the scattering angle functions h(b) from the
[90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�] orientations can be explained in
terms of repulsive and attractive projectile–target interac-
tions, quite similarly to the previous ones from the
[90�, 0�] orientation.

An important effect, clearly discernible in Fig. 5, is that
both the values of primary rainbow hI QC

R and secondary
rainbow/glory hII QC

R =hG angles and the values of their cor-
responding impact parameter bI

R and bII
R=bG get closer and

closer as b adopts the values: 0�, 45� and 90�. At some
value of b: 90� < b < 135� not presently simulated, the
approaching primary (maximum) and secondary (mini-
mum) rainbow angles finally coalesce into an inflexion
point so their maximum and minimum features vanish.
The precise orientation from which those rainbow angles
coalesce was clearly discerned in a previous END–CSD
investigation of the H+ + C2H2 system [27] because it
included far more initial target orientations. In the present
system, that coalescence should happen from a not-simu-
lated orientation [90�,b] with 90� < b < 135� to be deter-
mined in future investigations. The results from the
[90�, 135�] orientation are beyond that rainbow angles coa-
lescence and display no visible rainbow features (cf. Fig. 5).
As was the case with the H+ + C2H2 system[27], further
increase in the azimuthal angle b from the non-rainbow
interval ultimately bring back the rainbow features. Thus,
the scattering angle function h(b) from the [90�, 180�] orien-
tation displays again rainbow angles but in a more compli-
cated pattern that exhibits: (I) a maximum primary
rainbow angle at high impact parameters, (II) a maximum
(not minimum) secondary rainbow angle at lower impact
parameters, and (III) two glory scattering angles (cf.
Fig. 5). By continuity, several not-simulated orientations
between [90�, 90�] and [90�, 135�], and between [90�, 135�]
and [90�, 180�] should display rainbow angle features as
well. The values of the scattering angle functions h(b) at rel-
atively high impact parameters (e.g. b > 4.0 a.u.) from the
[90�, 0�] and [90�, 45�] orientations are clearly greater than
their homologous ones from the [90�, 135�] and [90�, 180�]
ones. This fact reveals that the net attractive projectile–tar-
get interaction at long separations is stronger whenever the
H+ approaches the partially negative F terminus of the
H+d–F�d molecule rather than the partially positive H ter-
minus as expected. Rainbow and glory scattering angles
manifest experimentally in some conspicuous features in
the differential cross section as discussed below.

4.3. Total differential cross section

The most important result from the Toennies group
experiments on the H+ + HF system at ELab = 30 eV is
its total differential cross section (DCS) for the combined
NCTS and CTS processes. The quantum inelastic DCS
[dr(h)/dX]i!f from initial (i) to the final (f) eigenstates
(i! f) is [47]

drðhÞ
dX

� �
i!f

¼ kf

kf

jfi!fðhÞj2

¼ 1

4k2
i

X1
l¼0

ð2lþ 1ÞT i!f
QuantumðlÞP lðcos hÞ

�����
�����
2

ð14Þ

where fi!f(h) is the scattering amplitude, kf (kf) the projec-
tile initial (final) wave vector, l orbital angular momentum
quantum numbers, T i!f

QuantumðlÞ the T-matrix, and Pl(cosh)
Legrende polynomials. In the present END–CSD context,
the DCS given by Eq. (14) should be reformulated in terms
of the CS theory. The complete rigorous derivation of our
own CS DCS will be published soon [33,49] but its more
relevant outcomes are discussed in detail below. Quite suc-
cinctly, our CS DCS theory exploits basic CS properties,
implicates Eqs. (6) and (14) inter alia, and utilizes different
semiclassical techniques to evaluate the sum in Eq. (14).
When the scattering angle function h(b) is not close to rain-
bow angles maxima/minima, the CS DCS ½drðhÞ=dX�CS

i!f is

drðhÞ
dX

� �CS

i!f

¼
XN

m¼1

f ðhÞm

�����
�����
2

¼
XN

m¼1

ffiffiffiffiffi
bm

p
T i!f

CS ðbmÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin½hðbmÞ� dhðbÞ

db

h i
b¼bm

r
��������

��������

2

; ð15Þ

where the relationships: l 
 kib and T i!f
Quantum ¼ T i!f

CS are
used. The stationary phase approximation [40] in the semi-
classical limit of �h! 0 for the nuclei is applied at one of the
steps leading from Eqs. (14) and (15) in the evaluation of
the sum in Eq. (14) as an approximated integral; therefore,
the resulting equation (15) contains N stationary quasi-
classical trajectories (branches) starting from the impact
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parameters bm (1 6 m 6 N) and ending up with the
outgoing projectile scattered into the same direction h.
The maximum number of those stationary quasi-classical
trajectories from the presently simulated orientations are:
N = 3 from [90�, 0�], [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�]; N = 1 from
[90�, 135�]; and N = 5 from [90�, 180�], respectively (cf.
Fig. 5). The CS action SCS in the phase of T i!f

CS [cf. Eq.
(6)] provokes quantum interference patterns (oscillations)
in the CS DCS of Eq. (15) through its coherent sum over
quasi-classical trajectory contributions. If that sum is
performed incoherently, a (predominantly) quasi-classical
DCS ½drðhÞ=dX�QC

i!f is obtained:

drðhÞ
dX

� �QC

i!f

¼
XN

m¼1

bmjT i!f
CS ðbmÞj2

sin h dhðbÞ
db

h i
b¼bm

����
����
: ð16Þ

Although quantum probabilities are still retained in the
jT i!f

CS ðbmÞj2 term of Eq. (16), the properties of that quasi-
classical DCS are strongly dependent upon quasi-classical
trajectory data (e.g. h(b), ½dhðbÞ=db�b¼bm

, etc.) and is there-
fore irreparably plagued with unphysical classical singular-
ities not observed experimentally. In addition, a quasi-
classical DCS does not exhibit quantum interferences
patterns (oscillation) due to its incoherent sum evaluation
(the T i!f

CS ðbmÞ terms in Eq. (16) lose their phases through
the modulus operation). The quasi-classical DCS is the
lowest-level approximation to the experimental DCS. Both
CS and quasi-classical DCS in Eqs. (15) and (16), respec-
tively, exhibit unphysical singularities, not observed exper-
imentally, at the primary and secondary rainbow angles
directions (h ¼ hI QC

R and hII QC
R ) because their denominator

terms: ½dhðbÞ=db�b¼bm
becomes zero when b ¼ bI

R and bII
R.

The reason for that failure arises from the fact that near
a rainbow angle direction at least two quasi-classical trajec-
tories contributing to the DCS become extremely close and
even finally merge into one single trajectory at exactly the
rainbow angle direction. Whenever two or more trajecto-
ries become very close, the simple stationary phase approx-
imation, implicit in Eqs. (15) and (16), is no longer valid.
That limitation rules out both Eqs. (15) and (16) in the cal-
culation of DCS near and at the rainbow angles direction.
More advanced semiclassical techniques should be applied
to Eq. (14) to obtain non-singular CS DCS near rainbow
angles. For instance, the uniform Airy approximation
[47,50] is the most rigorous semiclassical treatment of an
isolated rainbow angle singularly that occurs when only
two of the trajectories contributing to the DCS become
very close. That relatively simple case happens herein from
the [90�, 0�] orientation (cf. Fig. 5). In more complex situa-
tions, the uniform Pearcey approximation [50] is the most
rigorous semiclassical treatment of two adjacent rainbow
angles (herein, primary and secondary ones) that occur
when three of the trajectories contributing to the DCS be-
come very close. That more complex case happens herein
from the [90�, 45�], [90�, 90�] and [90�, 180�] orientations
(cf. Fig. 5). However, the uniform Pearcey approximation
is extremely cumbersome to apply within the present CS
context. Previous studies of the H+ + H2 [24], H+ + CH4

[25], H+ + H2O [26], and H+ + C2 H2 [27] systems firmly
demonstrated that the singularities of primary rainbow an-
gles are far sharper than those of secondary ones so that
accurate DCS can be obtained by applying the simpler
uniform Airy approximation only to the primary rainbow
angles and by leaving the inconspicuous secondary angle
singularity untreated [50]. With the uniform Airy approxi-
mation, the two contributions to the DCS in Eq. (15) by
two close attractive trajectories with m = 2 and 3 near
the rainbow angle singularity is replaced by a single scatter-
ing amplitude f U: Airy

23 ðhÞ:

f U: Airy
23 ðhÞ ¼ p1=2 exp iðA23 �

1

4
pÞ

� �
drðhÞ

dX

����
����
1=2

2

"(

þ drðhÞ
dX

����
����
1=2

3

#
n1=4

23 Aið�n23Þ � i
drðhÞ

dX

����
����
1=2

2

"

� drðhÞ
dX

����
����
1=2

3

#
n�1=4

23 Ai0ð�n23Þ
)
; ð17Þ

where A23(h) and n23(h) [50] are functions of the CS actions
SCS along the two close trajectories, and Ai() and Ai 0() are
the Airy function and its first derivative. With Eq. (17), the
quasi-classical primary rainbow angle singularity is re-
placed by and shifted to the first bounded maximum of
the Airy function [50]. The uniform Airy CS DCS goes uni-
formly to the simpler CS DCS of Eq. (15) when h is away
from the rainbow angle value and to a transitional Airy
approximation [50] CS DCS when h is close to that rain-
bow angle value. It is worth noticing that Eqs. (15)–(17)
also exhibit unphysical singularities at glory and small scat-
tering angles because their ubiquitous denominator term:
sin h approach zero whenever h 
 0�. Semiclassical treat-
ments for those types of singularities are well-known [47]
and have been reformulated for the present CS context as
well [33,49]. However, those refinements are unnecessary
herein because the measured DCS in the H+ + HF system
never reached a scattering angle h below 1�.

Calculated total NCTS/CTS CS DCS for the H+ + HF
system at ELab = 30eV. and from the simulated [90�, 0�] ori-
entation are shown in Fig. 6, both at the quasi-classical
(Eq. (16)) and the uniform Airy (Eq. (17)) levels, along with
the experimental result. The last one was reported un-nor-
malized but in Fig. 6, it has been normalized to match the
uniform Airy CS DCS. The quasi-classical DCS shows a
conspicuous rainbow angle singularly at h ¼ hI QC

R ¼ 10:9	

that is notably absent in its uniform Airy and experimental
counterparts. Except for that blemish, the quasi-classical
DCS agrees acceptably with the measured result. On the
other hand, the uniform Airy CS DCS agrees extremely
well with the experimental result in regard to shape and
features. That individual uniform Airy CS DCS from the
[90�, 0�] orientation exhibits perceptible interference and
supernumerary rainbow angles patterns (oscillations) that
are far more prominent than those in the experimental
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result. This is so because the experimental DCS collects
contributions by several DCS resulting from all possible
target orientations. That ‘‘experimental averaging’’ some-
what blurs the quantum interference patterns. As explained
above, the uniform Airy approximation is also applied to
the primary rainbow angle singularities from the [90�, 45�]
and [90�, 90�] orientations in a similar way as that done
in the [90�, 0�] one, and produce similar results. From those
three orientations, the quasi-classical primary rainbow sin-
gularity is substituted by and shifted to the first bounded
maximum of the Airy function. That first maximum corre-
sponds to an Airy-treated rainbow-angle bounded peak
that occurs at scattering angles hI Airy

R that are always smal-
ler than their quasi-classical counterparts hI QC

R . The rain-
bow angles for those three considered orientations are
successively (cf. Table 2): 10.9� ([90�, 0�]), 11.3� ([90�, 45�])
and 12.6� ([90�, 90�]) in the quasi-classical case; and 8.7�
([90�, 0�]), 9.2� ([90�, 45�]) and 10.6�([90�, 90�]) in the Airy-
treated one. The latter values are about 2� smaller than
their quasi-classical counterparts and agree satisfactorily
with the experimentally inferred rainbow angle of 8� [14].
However, a more meaningful comparison of rainbow
angles should be done with the finally predicted DCS (see
below) because the plain values of those angles do not take
into account their individual weights through their DCS
intensities in the final DCS.

Unlike the three previous orientations, the pattern in the
scattering angle function h(b) from the [90�, 180�] orienta-
tion poses some difficulties to a DCS calculation. This ori-
entation exhibits two very low rainbow angles of 1.5�
(primary) and 0.6� (secondary), respectively (cf. Table 2
and Fig. 5), that lie at the lower limit of applicability of
the uniform Pearcey and Airy approximations [50] (as a
rough estimate, those approximations can not be employed
at scattering angles smaller than 1�–2�). In addition, those
rainbow angles are very close to two glory angles (cf. Table
2 and Fig. 5). Therefore, a proper treatment of those rain-
bow angles would require a combined semiclassical tech-
nique capable of dealing simultaneously with contiguous
rainbow, glory and small angles. To the best of our knowl-
edge, that complex technique does not exist and a CS DCS
free of unphysical singularities can not be calculated from
the [90�, 180�] orientation. On the other hand, the CS
DCS from the [90�, 135�] orientation is the simplest to eval-
uate because its scattering angle function h(b) does not
exhibit any rainbow angles features (cf. Fig. 5). Therefore,
the [90�, 135�] CS DCS contains only one branch
(N = 1) m = 1) that renders a plain quasi-classical DCS
free of rainbow singularities:

drðhÞ
dX

� �QC

i!f

¼ b1jT i!f
CS ðb1Þj2

sin h dhðbÞ
db

h i
b¼b1

����
����
; ½90	; 135	�: ð18Þ

The finally predicted total NCTS/CTS CS DCS for the
H+ + HF system at ELab = 30 eV as an average over the
[90�, 0�], [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�] orientations results is
shown in Fig. 7 at the quasi-classical uniform Airy level
[Eq. (17)] in comparison with the experimental result. As
before, this last result has been normalized in Fig. 7 to
match the theoretical DCS. The predicted uniform Airy
CS DCS agrees extremely well with the measured DCS in
regard to shape and features. More importantly, one of
the bounded peaks of the theoretical result shows up
around the value of the experimentally inferred rainbow
angle of 8� [14]. For the same reasons discussed above,
the theoretical DCS exhibits perceptible interference and
supernumerary rainbow angles patterns (oscillations) that
are far more prominent than those in the measured result.
In the finally predicted CS DCS, the contribution from the
[90�, 180�] orientation has been obviously excluded from
the final average because its not treated singularities would
contaminate the final results with unphysical features. The
CS DCS from the [90�, 135�] does not exhibit any rainbow
F
[d
r
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angle and is therefore free of singularities; however, that
lack of rainbow angles produces a rather flat DCS that if
included in the average would considerably decrease the
genuine rainbow-angle features from the other three orien-
tations. For that reason, the [90�, 135�] CS DCS was
excluded from the final result. The CS DCS from that ori-
entation could be safely included in the final average if
many more intercalated orientations having rainbow angle
features were calculated to outweigh the [90�, 135�] flatten-
ing effect (important additional orientations would include
those between [90�, 90�] and [90�, 135�], and between the
[90�, 135�] and [90�, 180�]). Those further simulations will
be conducted in the future. At present, the finally predicted
total NCTS/CTS CS DCS for the H+ + HF system at
ELab = 30 eV. from the [90�, 0�], [90�, 45�] and [90�, 90�] ori-
entations reproduce extremely well the measured DCS.

Finally, it should be noticed that a more direct use of the
full quantum-mechanical DCS of Eq. (14) without employ-
ing semiclassical techniques may circumvent some of the
singularity problems encountered in the present DCS cal-
culations. However, that alternative approach was not fol-
lowed because of two compelling reasons. The first reason
is that such a treatment produces DCS that agree well at
low scattering angles but considerably deteriorate at high
ones [30]. The second reason is that in the present
approach, the nuclear motion that critically determines
the DCS is described quasi-classically; therefore, a semi-
classical treatment of the DCS is the most consistent with
a quasi-classical CS description of the nuclei. Furthermore,
that semiclassical treatment makes completely transparent
the origin of rainbow angle effects from the topology of
the quasi-classical CS trajectories.

4.4. Charge-transfer integral cross sections

Integral cross sections (ICS) ri!f for a processes starting
from initial (i) to final (f) eigenstates (i! f) are obtained
by integrating the corresponding DCS over the solid
angle X . In the present context, a CS ICS rCS

i!f turn out
to be [33]:

ri!f ¼
Z 4p

0

drðXÞ
dX

� �
i!f

dX ¼ 2p
Z /

0

P i!f
CS ðbÞb db; ð19Þ

where P i!f
CS ðbÞ ¼ jT i!f

CS ðbÞj
2 is the CS transition probability

for the process i! f. An important property to character-
ize the H+ + HF reactive system is the one-electron charge-
transfer reaction (CTR) ICS rCS

CTR that collects contribu-
tions from the three predicted reactions:

Hþ þH–F!H0þH–Fþ ðfrom NCTS=CTSÞ
Hþ þH–F!H0þHqþFq0 ; qþq0 ¼þ1 ðfrom H�F DÞ
Hþ� þH–F!H0þH� �Fþ ðfrom HRÞ

ð20Þ
In each contributing reaction, the probability in Eq. (19) is
P i!f

CS ¼ P CTR
CS / jAi!f

e j
2 (cf. Eq. (6)), which is directly related
to the electronic Mulliken population of the fastest outgo-
ing projectile Hq as rigorously proven elsewhere [33]. A ‘‘di-
rect’’ CTR ICS is due to the NCTS/CTS reaction alone
whereas a ‘‘complete’’ CTR ICS is due to both ‘‘direct’’
and ‘‘indirect’’ contributions (i.e. from H–F D and HR).
In the latter case, the final fastest outgoing projectile
Hq=0 carrying one electron is not (may not be) the same
as the original projectile H+ in the HR(H–F D) reaction.
The calculated END–CSD/pVDZ one-electron CTR ICS
rCS

CTR are: 3.36 · 10�5 Å2 (‘‘direct’’ CTR) and 0.07 Å2

(‘‘complete’’ CTR). There are no experimental rCTR to
compare with but similar rCS

CTR calculations in the
H+ + CH4 [25] and H+ + C2H2 [27] systems agree well with
available experimental results.

5. Concluding remarks

The results of this complete study of H+ + HF system at
ELab = 30 eV show that the END–CSD/pVDZ theory
employing (I) frozen Gaussian wave packets for the nuclei
and (II) a single-determinantal Thouless CS for the elec-
trons can adequately describe the system reactivity and
accurately predict its dynamical properties. In particular,
the calculated total differential cross section shows an
excellent agreement with the available experimental result.
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